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Background information 
The hantavirus is a genus of the virus virus bunyaviridae and family. There are five strains of tuberculosis 
viruses: bunyavirus, phlebovirus, nairovirus, tospovirus, and hantavirus. Unlike viruses in other areas 
where arthropods are host cells, hantaviruses use rodents as their host, in which 72-90% of the vetch 
is spread through the respiratory tract . 
 
Hantaa virus has a latency period of 2 to 4 weeks in the human body before symptoms of infection 
appear. This symptom is divided into 5 steps. 1) Heaters: There are problems such as fever, chills, 
boredom, headache, nausea and abdominal pain, common breathing problems when flu, and digestive 
problems. It lasts for 3 ~ 7 days. 2) Hypotensive: When the platelet count drops, it shows rapid pulse 
and hypoxia. It lasts for 2 days. 3) Urine Reducer: It is characterized by loss of kidney function and 
proteinuria and lasts for 3 ~ 7 days. 4) Diuretic: A lot of urine is characterized by 3 ~ 6 liters per day. It 
lasts from two days to one week. Supply of fluid is important when treating. 5) Recovery period: 
Symptoms are improved by recovery period. 
 
The LiliF ™ HANTA-Multi RT-PCR Kit was designed to directly detect nonstructural proteins of 
hantaviruses based on a genetic database for rapid and accurate amplification. RT-PCR (Reverse 
Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction ) To amplify only specific genes. The LiliF ™ HANTA-Multi 
RT-PCR Kit is capable of highly sensitive detection of specific genes using nested PCR for primary 
amplified products. 
 
Each tube in the kit contains polymerase, reverse transcriptase, dNTPs, 10x reaction buffer, RNase 
inhibitor, specific primers for detection and tracking dye for hot start PCR, It is very easy to add only 
distilled water and template for PCR or PC. 
  



 
 

 
Principle 
This product isolates virus from human specimen (blood, cerebrospinal fluid, etc.) and can detect 
antigen or gene in specimen. It is a research reagent for qualitative detection by reverse transcription-
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to detect hantavirus pathogen. In other words, it is a product that 
can be detected qualitatively quickly from viral RNA extracted from human specimen using Hanta virus 
genetic extraction kit. This product is optimized for universal PCR machine and based on Hanta virus 
genetic database, reaction product is formed by specific primer of Hanta virus. After completion of 
reaction, using the electrophoresis device and agarose gel. 

 
 
 
Intended use 
This product is a reagent for qualitative detection by RT-PCR (Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain 
Reaction) and PCR method to detect Hanta virus pathogen in human specimen (blood, cerebrospinal 
fluid, etc.) 
 
 
 

Kit contents 
 
 

No. contents 50 tests/kit 

1 HANTA-Multi RT-PCR Detection PreMix 48 tubes 

2 HANTA-Multi PCR Detection PreMix 48 tubes 

3 CDV Positive Control 25 μl x 3 tubes 

4 DNase/RNase Free Water 1.9 ml x 1 tube 

1 HANTA-Multi RT-PCR Detection PreMix 48 tubes 

 




